
THE INFLUENCE OF RELIGION AND THE CONCEPT OF FATE IN THE

ILIAD AND THE EPIC OF BEOWULF

The influence of Religion and the Concept of Fate In The Iliad and Beowulf The concept of fate and religion are
abundant throughout both The Iliad and Beowulf.

Then, Beowulf saw a massive sword mounted on the wall Beers  The numerous natural harbors and
close-lying islands lead to a unified, maritime civilization. However, the women of the time are rarely
mentioned in Beowulf. Son of Peleus and Thetis. By focusing on Achilleus hands, we as the audience, gain
insight on not only the character of Achilleus but also the customs of the society in which he lived. The story
of the Dragonslayer is that of a Hero, who starts off insignificant, but after his journey, is strong enough to
face and defeat the evil Dragon. This classic poem explicitly illustrates an ideal Anglo Saxon hero of
possessing the characteristics that many people during that time regarded highly. Reading the two stories back
to back gives you the impression of how many differences there are. In the background, a rising full moon and
silhouetted gothic castle keenly set an atmosphere of dread and foreboding. But what really matter to us is
Athens, where the earliest innovation of political equality was created, more thoroughly than in Sparta and
where newer and more rapid social reforms had occurred. The school boy may fight in order to get money for
college, the patriot may fight to bring life, liberty and justice to some poor soul, and a coward may fight
because he was drafted by force. The sword blessed with the magic of the giants was too mighty for any
human to hold. The heroic code that Homer presents to the reader is an underlying cause for many of the
events that take place, but many of the characters have different perceptions of how highly the code should be
regarded. She had come back for vengeance on Beowulf, for the murder of her son. Finding out the sword did
not harm the beast showed that people could not use the same solution for all conflicts in life. Free Essays: A
Comparison of Iliad and Odyssey com Free Essays: A Comparison of Iliad and Odyssey comparison compare
contrast essays A Comparison of Iliad and Odyssey Although both works are credited to Homer, The Iliad and
The Odyssey provide two remarkably different views on the nature of the Olympian Gods, their relationship to
humanity, and the general lot of mortals throughout their all too brief lives. The killing of Humbaba shows the
developmental change in Gilgamesh from fear to fearless and barbaric behavior. In Homers The Iliad, Achilles
shield is described in great depth. Warlords had a number of warriors obliged to serve them. Hephaestus
depicts the two cities and the activities going on in them, and Agamemnons, the Greeks king, estate. Tolkien
suggests that its total effect is more like a long, lyrical elegy than an epic. Negative Vs. Back before AD, the
Jutes, Angles, and Saxons ruled small, individual kingdoms across a portion of what we call Europe. In the
field of ethics, many philosophers from the Classical World con Coming from his homeland, Geatland, he
arrives in the land of the Danes resolute in helping King Hrothgar defeat an evil monster, Grendel. One of the
most famous ones at that time and famous even now is Homer. The Bacchi The Bacchi Man, supposing you
and I, escaping this battle Would be able to live on forever, ageless, immortal, So neither would I myself go on
fighting in the foremost Nor would I urge you into fighting where men win glory. Achilles Achilles In the
modern world, people, as a society, have always given themselves a goal or goals that they would like to attain
at some point during their lifetime. When one is confronted with a situation that is familiar, one is more likely
to put aside contemplating the topic and simply inject those known feelings. The roles of the women in
Beowulf and other Anglo-Saxon poems are not always stereotyped ones of passive homemaker and
childbearer and peaceweaver, but sometimes ones giving freedom of choice, range of activity, and room for
personal growth and development. Hrothgar makes a farewell speech about the character of the true hero, as
Beowulf, enriched with honours and princely gifts, returns home to King Hygelac of the Geats. He is by far
the greatest warrior involved in the Trojan War. In general, myth is a narrative that describes and portrays in
symbolic language the origin of the basic elements and assumptions of a culture. Even the earlier, happier
section in Denmark is filled with ominous allusions that were well understood by contemporary audiences.


